(1)
In regard to HWYTN-: Two forms provided with respective phonetic complement -n and -t are here employed in distinction to KNRm where (lines 1 and 2) the only form HWYTN occurs for them both. HWYTN-is also attested in Naresah's Inscription MP at Paykuli Hu(4) l.2=He (5) As for these forms of Paikuli Inscription, it is not so difficult to acquire their morphological interpretation, but it is not so easy to acquire their semantic one, because innumerable lacunae in the text prevent us from assuming the context. HWYTN-came from hawwi, pa"el perfect 3rd pers. sg. masc. act. of HWH.
In the Biblical Aramaic, the pa"el form was employed in the meaning 'to tell, to inform' as was justly pointed out by E. Herzfeld, Paikuli (He), p. 184 (7) (item No. 357) who, however, said: 'in a great number of instances it seems as if this verb was employed for the simple auxiliary verb 'to be',....unless it has the meaning 'to consider, regard as, to take for'.' Thus, he, for instance, reads....> 'lmn'n MLK, HWYTNm W-'lmny phl <....(He 3),....> Arminan 'sah HWYTNm ('danem) ut Armine phl <....and translates 'as (?) the king of Armenia I regard (?).... '(p. 95) . The uzwarization of HWYTN-by danistan, dan-and the interpretation of danistan by 'to regard (as)' are both improbable, because Aramaic equivalent of danistan is YD; YTN and danistan means 'to know' and not 'to consider, regard as, to take for'. As I have noticed, the Paikuli Inscription has a great number of lacunae preventing us from grasping the contexts which seems to have led him, followed by the translators else, to such a misinterpretation.
There is no need to deviate from the meaning 'to tell, to proclaim, to announce' expressed by the pa"el of HWH. Of the above quoted text of KKZ, the first half from the beginning to HWYTNn ('niwehan) should be translated: 'And I proclaim, (I) Karder, the mowbed loyal servant of and loyal-willed to the gods and Sabuhr, King of Kings.' Ph. Gignoux(8) is right in taking HWYTNn as subjunctive 1st pers. sg. whereas M. Back(9) unconvincingly emends it to HWYTNt (ppp.) and translates: 'Und ich, Kartir, der Mo(g)bed, erwies mich den Gottern und Sapur, dem Konig der Konige, ergeben und 'guten Willens'.' He wishes to uzwarize HWYTN by nimudan 'to show', hence his translation of +HWYTNt by '(ich....) erwies mich'. Likewise untenable is Chr. J. Brunner's(10) interpretation of HWYTNn as present participle in -an without giving its meaning. In these circumstances the temptation becomes unavoidable to propose the reading of HWYTNn may be read 'niwehan, subjunctive 1st pers. sg. and HWYTNt, 'niwehed, imperative 3rd pers. sg. ('man (who reads this Inscription) may tell!') or 2nd pers. pl. ('you may tell!'), inserted as parenthesis. The device of the composer of placing the predicate at the end of the sentence through a long, intervening subjective elements, as well as his liking for parenthesis, invite his loose and obscure style as is also met with in lines 11-13; see below, p. 54.
In KNRm, as I have mentioned above, the sole form HWYTN stands for HWYTNn and HWYTNt in KKZ. Most probably HWYTN is 'niweh, imperative 2nd pers. sg.'thou mayst tell!'(11), so that the text may be trans- provinces where the horses and men of King of Kings (Sabuhr I) penetrated -provincial city Antiochia and the province Syria (12) and the peripheral territory adjacent to Syria, provincial city Tarsos, and the province Cilieia and the peripheral territory adjacent to Cilicia, and the province Cappadocia and the peripheral territory adjacent to Cappadocia until forward to the province Pontus, and the province Armenia and Georgia and Albania and Balasagan until forward to the Gate of the Alans, Sabuhr, King of Kings, by horses and men of his own captured and burnt by fire and devastated-there too by me by the order of King of Kings (13) those mow-mards and fires that had belonged to those provinces, (then) by me were restored. And I did not allow to do harm and capture and what thus anyone had captured, them (not them too) I took away and I put (them) back in their own countries.'
Here is an apparently long period, in so far as the part from the begining up to ZK-m <wn'lsny> klty='a-m <winnarisn> kard ('(then) by me were restored') is concerned; but virtually not so long, as it carries a lengthy parenthesis, constituted by the passage from Andiyok onwards to aweran kard (in translation, from 'the provincial city Antiochia' onwards to 'devastated'). (+appar)(=im Raub wegfuhrten), die wurden von uns im Reich Eran, in der Persis,....dort wurden sie angesiedelt.' The correlativity between ;P-n (= 'u-n) and ZK-n (='a-n) escaped his attention so that ZK-n....YTYBWN is rendered by 'die (ZK='an) wurden von uns (-n)....wurden sie angesiedelt.' In our opinion, the sentence belongs to the instance (1). Here ZK-n is to be read by 'a-n which the simple ZK='an could also serve to represent. The composer of SKZ, in order to differentiate 'a-n from 'an, added the discri-of Aramaic hinta)='gandum 'wheat'.
And once ZK-n for 'a-n invented, ZKfollowed by enclitic pronoun is liable to be taken as 'a-, whence arose the writing ZK-m for 'a-m: an abuse which would not have been caused by the composer of SKZ. In regard to the prehistory of the free usage of ZK, see below, n. (22). In his treatment of Pahlavi a-, Chr. J. Brunner, op. cit., p. 114, should have referred to this ZK-, taken by him, op. cit., p. 63 (referring to KKZ l. l and l. 8), as pronoun with its deixis somewhat more emphatic than that of ;LH='oy.
At all stages, provided our theory about ZK-n and ZK-m is right, H. S. Nyberg's maintainance is not to be recommended, that takes Pahlavi '-m, -t, -s, etc. as independent forms of the cas. obl. of the personal pronouns to be read respectively by am, at, as(17), etc. ZK-n='a-n and ZK-m='a-m cannot recognize the short vowel a.
In regard to L; PWN wc'ly phlsty='ne 'pad wizar pahrist (KKZ line 13): The etymology and the meaning of pahristan (<pari-hiz-/haez-with the metathesis -hr-<-rh-) 'versari' are clear so that the difficulty rather lies in what is meant by wizar. W. Hinz(18) translates the phrase by '(die Ketzer und Verderber die) sich nicht an den Kanon hielten' whereas Ph. Gignoux(19) renders it by '(les heretiques et les destructeurs qui) n'etaient pas en expiation'.
Middle Persian wizdr means usually 'separation; explanation'. In our opinion, therefore, the word looks so much like what it ought to be, viz. 'separationregister' in which only the properly qualified are entered. Accordingly, 'ne 'pad wizar pahrist means '(those who) were not entered in the separationregister, or (those who) were unlisted in the separation-register'.
(4)
In regard to the final -d in ;BYDWNd (KKZ line 8), HTYMWNd (KKZ 2, 7), YTYBWNd (KKZ 2, 10, 14): From the contextual consideration, the final -d can best be explained as an abbreviation writing for -dty=-yty=-id.
These forms, originally past passive participle, stand for present indicative 3rd person sg. passive, meaning respectively 'kirid 'it has been made; 'awisid 'it has been sealed; 'nisayid 'it has been founded' (infinitive being nisastan 'to found'). Chr. J. Brunner, op. cit., p. 264, takes them as third person 'imperfect' passive and shows his reading akiriy only for ;BYDWNd.
But the writing does not allow of the augment a-. To my mind, therefore,;BYDWNd is to be identified with kylyty, kylyt, klyty, for which see Ph. Gignoux, Glossaire,s. v.
